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While in early 2020 (pre-COVID) the number

importance for professionals in the law

of social media users worldwide was about

sector to use LinkedIn which often include

3.6 billion, the latest statistics1 show that

detailed guidance, play their part in making

the figure ‘breached’ the 4 billion barrier

it the key platform for IP professionals. It

in October 2020. This means that more

goes without saying that simply having a

than half of all the people on earth now

basic profile on the platform is not enough.

use social media. The rapid growth during

One needs to build a so-called ‘strong

the last decade has had a significant

profile’ which will be recognised as a digital

impact not only on our private, but also

business card and connect with colleagues

on our professional lives. We have found

and clients, create own content, share other

ourselves

connect

professionals’ content, join networking

with each other and also distinguishing

groups and participate actively in them. It

between media and brands.

is hard work and requires regular use and

learning

how

to

The truth is that social media enhances our

participation, but still brings rewards.

Attorney at Law, Certified IP - Lawyer

brand image as well as the image of our

Other platforms are increasingly being used

Head of Legal, Trademarks & Designs

firm, if done well.

(albeit at a slower rate). The advantages

HL Kempner PartmbB

Let’s start with LinkedIn. It is a huge business

of Instagram and Twitter are that these

nockl@hlk.eu

network and according to the available data

platforms allow individuals to express

ECTA Professional Affairs Committee

has more than 760 million users, of whom

themselves more and are therefore a great

more than 260 million use the platform

way to reach new clients. You can share

monthly.2 The reputation for being both

more quotes from individuals and what you

VERIFIER:

Birgit Reiter

professional and serious is certainly one

get up to as a firm internally e.g. Christmas

Attorney at Law

of the main reasons that lawyers naturally

events, charity events, internal competitions

KUHNEN & WACKER Intellectual

feel comfortable on it. Also, the thousands

(see

Property Law Firm PartG mbB

of articles and seminars regarding the

haseltinelakekempner/). If clients want

Birgit.Reiter@kuhnen-wacker.com

1

ECTA Publications Committee

2

e.g.

https://www.instagram.com/

https://thenextweb.com/growth-quarters/2020/10/20/more-than-50-of-humans-in-the-world-use-social-media-heres-what-you-need-to-know/
https://kinsta.com/blog/linkedin-statistics/

Social Media – Remain
Maneuverable,
Flexible and Quick
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to interact with you before calling on your

Needless to say, online marketing was

to

services, they are going to want to put a face

turned on its head in 2020, having to adapt

collaborate, brainstorm etc. is limited, is not

to your name. Since fewer IP professionals

to the impact of COVID. This, I feel, has

the truth. Ultimately, virtual and face-to-

use Instagram or Twitter, it is easy to stand

resulted in a major change in the attitudes

face networking, events and meetings have

out in your area by doing so and hashtags

of IP professionals towards social media

their strengths and weaknesses.

make it easier for potential new clients and

as marketing tool. It is encouraging to see

I personally think that the future will bring

foreign colleagues to spot you.

how keen attorneys are. This is the reason

a colourful mixture in which seminars

TikTok is another booming social media

why we run internal training sessions for

are provided on real and virtual systems

platform – probably the least used by IP

LinkedIn, both basic and more advanced to

which will improve accessibility and allow

professionals and the law industry in general.

ensure our IP professionals have the tools

you to reach a wider target audience. The

This does not mean that it is not fitting to IP

to connect, network and market themselves

connection on social media groups for IP

professionals. You can find some successful

effectively. This was an idea that came

professionals – as, for example, IP inclusive

lawyers using TikTok. It is maybe the hardest

from the attorneys themselves as they

and IP updates Groups – are a great way to

platform to find the right balance for a great

are keen to adapt and use social media

get in touch with new people. These forums

marketing performance without making

more effectively. The COVID environment

help users to find contacts that share the

a fool of oneself, but the ones who can

has certainly accelerated the learning and

same interests, benefit from the expertise

manage the TikTok environment and derive

implementation process.

of other group members, or share their own

marketing benefit from it, can definitively

I am not saying that social media replaces

advice and knowledge – and create a great

say that they are different, absolutely

personal meetings and travel (which we

opportunity to discover new real and virtual

innovative and particularly inspirational to

IP professionals all miss!) but COVID has

events. The borders become blurred and IP

younger people.

shown that it is vital to stay agile and

professionals will move, meet, connect and

In summary, IP professionals have a wide

remain innovative. The fact is that face-

communicate freely and easily both virtually

variety of personal social media pages, so

to-face meetings are completely different

and in person. If not IP professionals, who

this naturally feeds into their professional

from virtual meetings. However, the old

else should be better placed, prepared and

lives too but, on a professional marketing

idea that virtual meetings focus primarily

creative enough to take advantage of the

level, the full range is only used by some.

on information exchange, and the ability

two worlds?«
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